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DIARY OF A DRUG FIEND
Some time ago, when our highbrows, or, as they area
pleased to call themselves, our intelligentsia, were all praising
James Joyce’s “Ulysses,” I ventured to put it in the pillory as
the pinnacle and apex of lubricity and obscenity. But the praise
of our highbrows has made it possible for a respectable publisher to hurl into the British home a novel which is modeled
upon that scabrous outrage. There are two methods of dealing
with pornographic fiction. One is to ignore it lest publicity
should inflate its sales. The other method is to raise public
opinion so effectively that the book is either withdrawn from
circulation by the publisher or is confiscated by public authority
The Liberty of Art
There is much to be said for the first method. No critic
ought to puff a vile book by advertising its vileness. Moreover,
no critic ought to narrow the liberty of literature or fetter the
art of the artist. If there be a doubt, freedom ought to be given
the benefit. On the other hand, if pornographic novels are ignored they tend to become more pornographic. They quickly
expand their licence. The effect upon young writers is injurious,
for they are tempted to mistake salacity for modernity, obscenity for daring, indecency for independence. Thus the art of the
artist is doubly damaged. When the public revolt against the
revolting, all artists are tarred with the same brush. The liberty
of art is unreasonably curtailed. The pendulum swings from the
extreme of licence to the extreme of prudery. And the profession of letters is smirched and soiled by its association with
moral lepers.
Ecstatic Eulogy
I have therefore determined to adopt the second method,
and to do my best to secure the immediate extirpation of “The
Diary of a Drug Fiend” (Collins,7 /6 net) by Aleister Crowley. It
is a novel describing the orgies of vice practised by a group of
moral degenerates who stimulate their degraded lusts by doses
of cocaine and heroin. Although there is an attempt to pretend
that the book is merely a study of the depravation caused by

cocaine, in reality it is an ecstatic eulogy of the drug and of its
effects upon the body and the mind. A cocaine trafficker would
welcome it as a recruiting agent which would bring him thousands of new victims. . . .
Cunning Blasphemies
The characters of the novel are repulsive. . . . The gospel
preached by the book is this: “Do what thou wilt shall be the
whole of the law.” The obscenities are flavoured with cunning
blasphemies. . .
There is even a parody of the Creed. At the baser and more
bestial horrors of the book it is impossible, even if it were desirable, to hint.
It may be asked how such a book could secure publisher.
Well, few publishers have time to read t the books which they
publish, and even their readers some times read them hastily. I
imagine that this book secure publication in the guise of an exposure of the evils wrought by drugs. But its true character is
stamped on it in spite of its ingenious use of innuendo and artifice. It is a book that ought to be burned. Why lock up cocainetraffickers if we tolerate cocaine novels?

